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while the skype extension integrates with skype, there are other ways to message your friends.
you can send messages and make video calls to your friends through google chat, facebook

messenger, and slack. the long-term goal is to make extensions work with all of the major chat
platforms: wechat, imessage, facebook messenger, slack, and google chat. if you’ve been an
indian on facebook, you’ve probably seen your friends list grow and shrink as you and your

friends interact with each other. the facebook friends mapper extension, which is available for
chrome, safari, and firefox, lets you see the friends lists of your friends and those they have

befriended. this is useful for troubleshooting, as you can see who’s on your friends list and who’s
added you to their friend list, as well as who’s on your friend’s list and who’s added them to their

friend list.. for example, if i find that a friend has added me to their friends list and i’m not on
their friends list, i can quickly see why. if i’m on their friends list and they’re not on my friends

list, i can quickly see why. the extension also makes it easy to filter your friends list by the types
of people on it, such as those who are following you. the extension also makes it easy to export a
list of your facebook friends and those you’ve added to your friend list, as well as those friends of
yours who are on your friend list and those you’ve added to your friend list.. reach out to those

on your friend list who are on your friend list, and vice versa. the facebook friends mapper
extension lets you view all of those who are on your friends list as well as those who are on your
friends list. this is useful for troubleshooting, as you can see who’s on your friend list and who’s

added you to their friend list, as well as who’s on your friend’s list and who’s added them to their
friend list..
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one of the most popular
ways to make money on
the internet is to connect

other websites to your
own. this can be done with
content-sharing websites
like facebook, twitter, and

youtube, or through a
service that connects your
website to others. this is
called affiliate marketing,
and this extension makes
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it easy to add a share
button to your website

that lets visitors share any
content on facebook

directly to your site. the
use of content-sharing

platforms and user-
generated content online,
such as on facebook and

youtube, provides
opportunities for

indigenous young people
to perform their

indigenous identities
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online [ 1, 13, 16, 17, 20,
21 ]. sharing stories or

videos online or being part
of indigenous facebook
groups provide ways for
indigenous young people

to connect with, affirm and
give voice to their

indigenous identities.
social media gives

indigenous young people
the opportunity to present
their indigenous identity
to others, which helps
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them further define and
affirm that identity [ 13,

16, 17 ]. facebook in
particular can serve as a
way to confirm and enact

indigenous identity
through use of particular
language, iconography or
images, membership in

certain groups or
organizations and by

being facebook friends
with other indigenous

people [ 17 ]. on the other
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hand, it has resulted in a
pressure to prove ones

indigeneity, especially for
individuals who do not
look indigenous, which

lumby argues is an
example of how facebook
can act as a restraining
force that regulates who
can and who cannot be
indigenous, and indeed

what it means to be
indigenous [ 17 ]. ginsberg

highlights the way in
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which control may be
asserted in film-making to

ensure that real rather
than fictional stories are
told so that film tells real
stories using real voices [

22 ]. kral, reporting on
long term ethnographic

research, identifies a
transformation in

indigenous youth who are
less shamed then previous

generations and more
comfortable with having
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their names or images in
the public sphere [ 18 ].
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